
Composition #1: Proposal

The client for this ad campaign is Ontario Provincial Parks. The Ontario Parks cover over 78,000 square kilometres of 
the province and 85% of operating funds are generated from user fees, equipment rentals and sales. Ontario Parks’ 
mandate is “to protect significant natural and cultural resources in a system of parks and protected areas that is sustain-
able and provides opportunities for inspiration, enjoyment and education: now and for future generations.”
There are over 300 parks in Ontario and yet most Ontarians have visited approximately 10.  Between 2000 and 2013, 
the number of overnight tenting stays in Ontario’s provincial parks fell by 34%. Parks predict that this is because less 
and less of the younger generations have grown up with camping and I also think that this is because citizens believe 
that they need to leave Ontario in order to see something spectacular or to get completely lost in nature. 

  CLIENT

  TARGET AUDIENCE
My primary target audience will be men and women from ages 18-30. I think that this is the age frame in which one can 
travel on their own or with friends and desires adventure. Young adults fresh out of school are seeking thrill with some 
new memories and views. I aim to show them that they don’t necessarily have to leave the province to do so. All of the 
provincial parks share the same reasonable price of $29-$40 a night, much less than a hotel and with a better view in 
the morning. I believe that this feature can also appeal to younger audiences as they typically do not have the biggest of 
budgets to work with at this point in their lives. 
My secondary audience can also be empty-nesters looking to embrace adventure now that they have the opportunity. 
They may not necessarily want to sleep on the ground, but trailers and yurts are always an option. 

  MAGAZINE CHOICE
To reach my target audience I chose to advertise in Canada’s best travel magazine Outpost. This magazine is based out 
of Toronto with a focus on down-to-earth experiences and inspiring off-the-path destinations. They share their knowl-
edge and experience of travelling with readers along with gear and destination recommendations. Outpost magazine 
offers a print or web subscription; appealing to my tech-crazy target audience and is also sold in a lot of outdoor stores 
like Mountain Equipment Co-op and Sail. If someone is in one of these stores planning and/or day dreaming about 
getting away they can see my ad in this magazine. I chose to advertise using a reveal ad because the likely-hood of 
a young adult paying for a magazine 3 months in a row is somewhat low. I think that showcasing Ontario parks three 
pages in a row will have a higher chance of holding my viewer and also shows the diversity of the parks. This age group 
is not particularly patient, so the odds of them seeing my advertisement are much better if they have 3 chances to catch 
it while skimming through the magazine as their waiting in line.

  CONCEPT
The main theme of my ad will be to showcase the Ontario Parks in a way that quickly catches the reader and encour-
ages them to consider camping there. This can be done through a variety of ways but I plan on using color and shape 
as a main attention-grabbing feature. Geometric patterns are undeniably popular in today’s culture and I plan on using 
this trend to my advantage. These triangular patterns are appearing more and more on art prints, clothing, even phone 
cases. My target audience recognizes this immediately and registers it as something new, clean, fresh, and exciting. 
The idea is to depict the Ontario Provincial Parks’ using a bright geometric pattern. The scenery is spectacular on it’s 
own but in order to catch my target viewer’s eye I need to give them something new. They may think that they have 
discovered one of Ontario’s best-kept secrets, but it is a real photograph of a real place - it is just shown in a new light. 
This modern depiction will cater to my age group and hold their attention long enough to build interest and desire which 
leads to action. At the bottom of my ad I will have the name of the park location and the Ontario Parks website readily 
available so that the reader can acquire more information, book a site, or send the link to a friend.
Within my ad I plan on featuring the message “Get Lost” throughout all three ads. My interest in typography has grown 
this semester and I would really like the showcase what I have learned in my work. I think that this phrase will also work 
really well at catching the viewer’s attention as we typically read this saying as negative or insulting. It places a humor-
ous tone in the ad and I think it would be a catchy motto for Ontario Parks to use on some of their products or advertise-
ments. 
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